
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Matamata Racing Club Date: Wednesday, 24 June 2015 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Heavy (10) 
Rail: 7 Metres 
Stewards: M J Williamson (Chairman), J P Oatham, W Robinson, B Jones 
Typist: Stewards 

 

GENERAL:  
No issues to report. 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY:  
Nil 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: JEM RUNNER, FITSANDGIGGLES, NATHALIE FALMET, MONEYBOX, PEREGRINE, KINDALEICA, 

NATHALIE FALMET, THE GREAT FOX 
Suspensions: Nil 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Protests: Nil   

Fines: Nil    

Warnings: Race  4 P Holmes ROAD TRIP 
Shifting ground final straight [Rule 638(1)(d)] 

Bleeders: Nil   

Horse Actions: Race 5 UNKNOWN PLEASURES – lame left hind, vet cert of fitness required 

Medical Certificates: Nil 

Rider Changes: Race  
 

6 DAHLS DELIGHT – V Gatu for BR Jones (miscommunication) 

Late Scratchings: Race 4 MONTE CINTO – 8.30am, veterinary advice 

 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 K.R.BELL ELECTRICAL 2000 

RIVA BALLERINA (R Scott) was crowded leaving the barriers, losing ground. 
BOOTYFUL (A Jones) raced wide without cover throughout. 
BOSTON HAVOC (S Collett) was inclined to over race in the middle stages. 
THE ARABIAN DUKE (L Hemi) was held up rounding the final turn near the 300 metres, and was inclined to shift 
ground under pressure in the straight. 
 

Race 2 SACRED FALLS @ WAIKATO STUD 2YO 

RIO CLARO (D Johnson) shifted outwards leaving the barriers, hampering TALITA (T Thornton). 
GOOD VIBES (V Gatu) jumped inwards at the start making contact with TRUEMAN (C Lammas). 
RIO CLARO and TALITA over raced when being restrained in the early stages. 
GOOD VIBES raced wide without cover throughout. 
RIO CLARO lay out rounding the final turn and continued to do so in the final straight. 
BIGSIE (M Cameron) lost the right hind plate during the running. 
 
 



Race 3 COLCHESTER ENGINEERING 1200 

ROSEANA’S SPIRIT (A Jones) was steadied shortly after leaving the barriers when placed in restricted room. 
SPECIAL DUKE (V Colgan) and MILLIONDOLLARMADAM (D Hain) commenced to race fiercely when being restrained 
in the early stages with SPECIAL DUKE becoming awkwardly placed on the heels of KEEN TO KEEPER (M Cameron) 
which when attempting to relieve pressure, shifted outwards across the heels of ITS A KINDA MAGIC (V Gatu) which 
was shifting inwards.  When shifting ground KEEN TO KEEPER ducked outwards abruptly into the line of MR LUIGI (D 
Johnson) which clipped a heel and blundered near the 900 metres.  Also hampered was MILLIONDOLLARMADAM 
which was continuing to over race. 
SPECIAL DUKE continued to over race badly into the middle stages. 
MILLIONDOLLARMADAM lay out badly in the final straight proving difficult to ride. 
 

Race 4 BDC PAINTS LTD 3YO 

ROAD TRIP (P Holmes) reared at the start, losing ground. 
SORORIA (D Johnson) raced wide without cover. 
ROAD TRIP shifted inwards under pressure in the final straight, inconveniencing EL CAJERO (S Collett) which was 
dictated inwards for a distance, crowding SORORIA onto the heels of MONEYBOX (B Hutton) which shifted outwards 
slightly near the 100 metres.  P Holmes was advised that a warning would be placed on his record. 
 

Race 5 COLCHESTER ENGINEERING 1600 

SUGGEST GOLD (S McKay) reared at the start and began awkwardly, losing ground. 
HIGH SOCIETY (C Grylls) began awkwardly, hampering THE SHACKLER (C Lammas). 
PEREGRINE (D Johnson) shifted outwards leaving the barriers, inconveniencing KALINDA (R Smyth). 
UNKNOWN PLEASURES (T Thornton) knuckled shortly after leaving the barriers. 
When questioned regarding the performance of UNKNOWN PLEASURES rider T Thornton advised that she had felt 
that there was something amiss with the mare.  UNKNOWN PLEASURES underwent a veterinary examination which 
revealed lameness in the left hind leg, with the stable representative being advised that a veterinary certificate of 
fitness would be required prior to racing again. 
 

Race 6 COMAG 1600 

ELROI (P Holmes) was slow to begin. 
GENTIL TONTON (C Grylls) was crowded and steadied shortly after leaving the barriers. 
DAHLS DELIGHT (V Gatu) lay in once placed under pressure in the final straight, making contact with ROCKET QUEEN 
(M Sweeney) near the 200 metres. 
KINDALEICA (L Hemi) had a tendency to lay in under pressure in the final straight. 
 

Race 7 WRIGHTWAY BUILDERS 1600 

HEATH (C Lammas) began awkwardly, losing ground. 
MONARCH CHIMES (U Holmquist) lay out under pressure in the final straight. 
C Grylls AMBITIOUS DANCER and D Johnson NATHALIE FALMET both advised that their respective mounts had failed 
to cope with today’s track conditions. 
 

Race 8 MARKS EWEN & ASSOCIATES 1400 

When questioned regarding the performance of MAN ABOUT TOWN apprentice V Gatu advised that the gelding had 
struggled in today’s track conditions and may be look for more ground. 
 

 
 
 


